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For the company represented by the author, FDT technology is 
a key technology that provides everything needed for simple 
operation, parameterisation and configuration of its high-

performance level and pressure instruments. The company, which 
has been actively engaged in the FDT Group and the PACTware 
consortium from the very beginning, has invested a lot of time and 
money over many years to further develop and improve the technol-
ogy of device integration. The goal of this German company, a leader 
in level and pressure instrumentation, is to offer simple, stable and 
cost-effective life cycle management, exactly as the chemical industry 
and NAMUR would like to have it. 

On a direct path to the goal

The company has done everything it can to successfully avoid the 
interdependency between hardware and software versions that is 
often lamented by users. Since the introduction of FDT technology 
in 2000 and the modular instrument concept 'Plics' in 2002, the com-
pany provides exactly one DTM for each instrument type. And every 
DTM works perfectly with the whole instrument series, upwards and 
downwards. This means that the firmware from the latest DTM Col-
lection 12/2011 works completely trouble free with current instrument 
technology as well as older generations of 'Plics' instruments.

The instrument concept of the manufacturer is modular, compat-
ible and simple. These features have been top priority at the author’s 
company for years and keep popping up as a recurrent theme, right 
into the area of device integration. A couple of years ago, the company 
introduced the next stage of development of its successful instrument 
concept 'Plics'. New 'Plics' sensors offer more intelligent diagnostic 
functions, more memory, more state-of-the-art electronic components 
and much more – the list goes on. 

Of course all DTMs are still compatible notwithstanding the 

introduction of the FDT Style Guide, which was a real challenge for 
the developers. A completely new and much leaner DTM could have 
been produced faster, would have been easier to test and would have 
created less work and expenditure.

Many manufacturers decided to go this easier way. The required 
downward compatibility is lost, however. What does this mean for 
users? With other suppliers, it can mean, in many cases, that the 
customer needs a new DTM for every new piece of hardware in a 
product series, and of course the new DTM has to be installed, too. 
In extreme cases, there may be different drivers even within a single 
instrument series. The result: One may see in the product catalogue 
many DTMs listed for the same instrument and be able to distinguish 
them only by means of their version numbers. At worst, somebody has 
to go to the site to verify the instrument, production year, hardware 
version and serial number. This is additional engineering work that 
generates unnecessary expenditure.

As simple as possible

But it does not have to be this way. With this company’s equipment, 
the user need not have to know which instrument generation he has 
in his system and which DTM he can use for it. If he mixes new and 
old instruments, which is common practice, he can operate all of them 
via one single, central DTM. Through this one DTM, he can uniformly 
access all generations of the 'Plics' instrument family, because one 
DTM supersedes the other cleanly and completely.

The customer notices nothing of this – except perhaps that the 
new one has more functions. The advantage is that the user no 
longer has to keep several different DTM versions with comparable 
functionality simultaneously on the PC. The costly upkeep of software 
versions can thus be dispensed with. Compatibility makes life easier 
for users, quite considerably, in fact. 
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If operators had their way, a chemical plant would run for 20 years 
without any changes. This thought is clearly expressed in the NAMUR 
recommendation NE105, ‘Requirements for the Integration of Fieldbus 
Devices in Engineering Tools’. In other words, a DTM must remain 
compatible in all directions for as long as possible. This upward and 
downward compatibility is taken as a matter of course and is one of 
this company’s most important strategic goals. 

Other members of the FDT Group have, however, committed 
themselves to the ‘Life Cycle Policy’ only very late. It is crucial that 
every DTM, in the sense of simple, cost-effective life cycle manage-
ment, covers any and all modifications. 

Because users in the processing industries want as little fuss as 
possible in their systems, this company issues only one, or at most 
two, DTM Collections per year. The company collects its ideas and 
incorporates them into the software when the time is right. It is up 
to the customer to decide whether he wants to install a newer ver-
sion or not. 

The customer can, but does not have to install updates. However, 
only by installing an update can the user benefit from the new features. 
The driver recognises online which functionalities it can offer for a 
particular instrument and displays only these. Thus, the look and feel 
of operation mirrors the functionality exactly and actual capabilities 
of the instrument. 

There are also concerns about the style guide issue. The current 
DTM Collection complies with the specifications of the FDT Style 
Guide. Here, too, much thought is given to making the technology 
as simple as possible to handle. The style guide determines how 
manufacturers have to arrange classic functions like status or diag-
nostic data in their DTMs and which standard symbols they may use. 

Standards have been set with the company’s DTMs since 2002. 
The FDT Group has incorporated many elements from the German 
company into its style guide.

Big savings

In times like these, reducing costs has top priority. By changing from 
a servicing strategy based on rigid, expensive, cyclic intervals to serv-
icing ‘on demand’, much money can be saved in device integration. 
In the company’s DTMs, which were developed in compliance with 
the FDT Style Guide, the standardised diagnosis is integrated as per 
NAMUR recommendation NE107: ‘Self Monitoring and Diagnosis of 
Field Instruments’. Every failure in the sensor is allocated to one of the 
four predefined 'statuses' (servicing need, function check, breakdown, 
outside of specification) and reported to the process control system. 

If servicing is required, the staff can call up the affected sensor via 
the DTM, find out what the problem is and take appropriate action. For 
example, if the signal-to-noise ratio of the radar antenna gets smaller 
and smaller, product build-up on the antenna could be the cause, and 
that means the antenna should be cleaned soon. Depending on its 
capability and functionality, a DTM reveals more or less information 
for diagnosis purposes and for asset management. A modern technol-
ogy like radar offers many possibilities for routines and checks which 
help the user optimise the processes in his systems. 

Speaking of costs, the DTM Collection 05/2009 eliminated the issue 
of licence models for DTMs. Today, every customer can download 
the cost-free basic version together with the cost-free configuration 
tool PACTware from the download area of the company’s website. 
With the new ‘screwdriver’, all instruments can be quickly and simply 
parameterised without restrictions. Whoever wants to use high-end 
functionalities like echo curve history archiving or measurement data 
recording can order the full version on CD.

A suitable frame

To guarantee safe processes, software needs to be certified regularly. 
In addition, the company has participated in all previous interoper
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work, from instrument adjustment to instrument integration, much 
easier. Through consistent realisation of the motto ‘All for one and 
one for all’ in FDT technology, the company is fulfilling this motto by 
providing simple, stable and cost-effective life cycle management. For 
every type of instrument, regardless of its version, there is exactly 
one DTM that is totally compatible both upwards and downwards. 

ability tests. This is where manufacturers of instruments and proc-
ess control systems meet and test their DTMs in all sorts of frame 
applications. The DTMs described are often used as default DTMs in 
the tests because of their high stability.

The frame of choice for the German company is PACTware. The 
idea is a simple configuration tool with limited functionality to replace 
the often-cited ‘screwdriver’ of the eighties. This is all it is supposed 
to do and that’s precisely the secret of its success. 

Not surprisingly, the company’s preferred frame application 
also follows the philosophy of compatibility. The DTMs run in all 
previous versions, from PACTware 2.4 to 4.1. Here too, the customer 
has a free choice but the higher the version, the more functions the 
adjustment programme contains. For example, PACTware versions 
from 3.0 contain the ‘project assistant’, an instrument search function 
for automatic project configuration – the first of its kind and a further 
step towards simplicity. The new version of the frame application, 
which is to be released at the end of the year, will contain consider-
ably more functions dealing with diagnosis and asset management. 
Yet this popular, widely-used configuration tool will continue to be 
available completely free of charge. 

Conclusion

The author’s company builds on simplicity. The best evidence for this 
is the modular instrument concept 'Plics'. It makes the user’s daily 

Depiction of the min/ max adjustment of the radar sensor according to the FDT Style Guide.
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